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FTSE Russell to launch indicative Digital
Assets Index
− New indicative index designed to test and evaluate a benchmark for
Digital Assets Market
− Will help increase awareness and transparency of Digital Assets Market
− VWAP pricing available on 100 most actively traded digital assets. Only
vetted digital exchanges used and pricing quality screens applied
− Index produced in association with DAR Data Services (DAR)
FTSE Russell, the global index, analytics and data provider, in association with DAR Data Services (DAR), have
announced their intention to launch a new indicative FTSE Digital Assets Index. The indicative index will be
used to evaluate and test a benchmark for the most actively traded digital assets. It will also help assist in the
establishment of new industry standards for the digital assets market, in consultation with market participants.
The indicative index, which will be available to registered users, will be calculated every 15 seconds, 24x7 with
data sourced from selected digital exchanges vetted and approved by DAR. FTSE Russell will also provide a
Volume Weighted Average Price (VWAP) for all 100 constituent digital assets. The VWAPs will be calculated by
DAR, taking raw prices from the vetted exchanges and quality screened to remove erroneous and outlying
prices prior to publication.
Mark Makepeace, Non-Executive Chairman, Information Services Division, London Stock Exchange
Group said:
“Digital assets are a fast-growing segment of the market and we are delighted to be working with DAR. The new
indicative FTSE Digital Assets Index will help the market evaluate a benchmark and assist in the creation of
industry standards. It will also offer much needed transparency and create greater awareness for investors
interested in this new asset class.”
Doug Schwenk, Chairman of DAR Data Services commented:
“DAR is a recognised expert in this new and rapidly evolving market. The FTSE DDS Digital Assets Reference
Price takes trade prices from select vetted digital exchanges worldwide. Using data science and a robust
methodology, we can create a clean price for potential future use by participants of this market.”
The Digital Assets Market includes exchanges and trading venues that trade cryptocurrencies, digital tokens
and coins. FTSE Russell will establish an advisory group to help define assets eligible for index inclusion and
publish these in due course. The FTSE Russell Digital Asset Index will be designed to capture the essence of
this dynamic market and will provide a framework for much greater research and understanding of this new
asset class.
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Notes to editors:
About FTSE Russell:
FTSE Russell is a leading global index provider creating and managing a wide range of indexes, data and analytic solutions
to meet client needs across asset classes, style and strategies. Covering 98% of the investable market, FTSE Russell
indexes offer a true picture of global markets, combined with the specialist knowledge gained from developing local
benchmarks around the world.
FTSE Russell index expertise and products are used extensively by institutional and retail investors globally. Approximately
$16 trillion is currently benchmarked to FTSE Russell indexes. For over 30 years, leading asset owners, asset managers,
ETF providers and investment banks have chosen FTSE Russell indexes to benchmark their investment performance and
create investment funds, ETFs, structured products and index-based derivatives. FTSE Russell indexes also provide clients
with tools for asset allocation, investment strategy analysis and risk management.
A core set of universal principles guides FTSE Russell index design and management: a transparent rules-based
methodology is informed by independent committees of leading market participants. FTSE Russell is focused on index
innovation and customer partnership applying the highest industry standards and embracing the IOSCO Principles. FTSE
Russell is wholly owned by London Stock Exchange Group.
For more information, visit www.ftserussell.com
About DAR Data Services:
DAR Data Services is a specialist firm focused on pricing, blockchain, and events data for cryptocurrencies and digital
assets. DAR is headquartered in New York and provides data to investors, exchanges, administrators, auditors, technology
providers and other institutional industry participants. With crypto, data science, and capital markets experience, DAR helps
institutional clients fit crypto into an overall strategy.
For further information about DAR, visit dardataservices.com
© 2019 London Stock Exchange Group plc and its applicable group undertakings (the “LSE Group”). The LSE Group includes (1) FTSE International Limited (“FTSE”), (2)
Frank Russell Company (“Russell”), (3) FTSE Global Debt Capital Markets Inc. and FTSE Global Debt Capital Markets Limited (together, “FTSE Canada”), (4) MTSNext Limited
(“MTSNext”), (5) Mergent, Inc. (“Mergent”), (6) FTSE Fixed Income LLC (“FTSE FI”) and (7) The Yield Book Inc. (“YB”). All rights reserved.
FTSE Russell® is a trading name of FTSE, Russell, FTSE Canada, MTS Next Limited, Mergent, FTSE FI and YB. “FTSE®”, “Russell®”, “FTSE Russell®”, “MTS®”,
“FTSE4Good®”, “ICB®”, “Mergent®” , “WorldBIG®”, “USBIG®”, “EuroBIG®”, “AusBIG®”, “The Yield Book®”, and all other trademarks and service marks used herein
(whether registered or unregistered) are trademarks and/or service marks owned or licensed by the applicable member of the LSE Group or their respective licensors and are
owned, or used under licence, by FTSE, Russell, MTSNext, FTSE Canada, Mergent, FTSE FI or YB. FTSE International Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority as a benchmark administrator.
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